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Editorial
I was reminded this week of one of the principal reasons for
belonging to an advanced motorcycling Club. The collective brain.
In an advanced motorcycle club, like the SAM Club, there is a
massive wealth of knowledge about bikes, riding and how to be a
better rider. A real feeling of camaraderie pervades the SAM Club.
It helps members to freely share their ideas, opinions,
suggestions and practical advice on all kinds of biking related
subjects. Of course, I am in the very privileged position of telling
all members my opinion every week! So, this week, ask yourself,
what advice did you share and is there a member who might
benefit from your wisdom? In return you might get some advice
on how to take care of your bike, improve your riding, deal with
riding hazards better, find new places to ride or revisit; and, find
a solution to the current economic crises along the way!

If you were at the last SAM Club night you will have enjoyed the
Helite presentation. It was a great update on the development of
air vest safety equipment. The new electronically controlled vests
mean that you don’t have a lanyard attached to your bike. The
lanyard operated versions are still available. One interesting
suggestion that emerged was the use of this equipment by pony
clubs and it could easily be applied to young off-road riders too. If
you missed the SAM Club night, you can enjoy seeing a mad
volunteer wearing a vest as it is operated. The look of shock on
his face was a picture. It’s up on our Twitter, Facebook and
Instagram feeds for your entertainment. The meeting on
Saturday was a quiet affair. We think that everyone was on
holiday, or the threat of rain put the sunshine riders off turning
out. I had a great ride up to Snaith for breakfast and the group
enjoyed sharing its riding wisdom again; and, putting the world to
rights.
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In the newsletter this week you can read about a pair of bikers
who met up, after riding around the world together 34 years
previously, to ride across the USA for charity. There is news about
salt-ion batteries being a possible replacement for lithium ones.
There is also news of a new battery swapping service that will
make recharging electric bike batteries a thing of the past. If you
are still wedded to fossil fuelled machines, then how about
building your own adventure bike? Read about how you could do
it, even if you decide not to waste the shed time. In other news,
after it was completely destroyed by a fire, the Top of the
Mountain Motorcycle Museum is back.

Last on the list is a story about cargo bicycles being used to
deliver medical care at home. It seems like a backward step.
There were very good reasons why district nurses and midwives
gave up pedal power. They were slow, nurses and midwives were
getting older and there is no romance in being on a bicycle in the
cold and wet, despite the smiling actors shown on TV. They
should have considered motorcycles and learnt lessons from our
Whiteknights Blood Bike colleagues. All part of the collective
bikingbrain. A break for three weeks until the next SAM
newsletter. Enjoy.

Ways to stay in touch with your Club!
It’s really easy to stay in touch with your Club! We provide
emails, a website and use social media accounts for you to
contact us. All of which is free of any cost to the Club. If you are
not getting the Club information circulated, or simply want to tell
us something, just let us know at
sam-editor@iam-sheffield.bike. We’ll be happy to ensure that we
stay in touch with you. You can also now sign up for Club emails
on the SAM website. Paul Conway
Editor & Webmaster, Sheffield Advanced Motorcyclists.
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Club Merchandise
“YOU can proudly support YOUR Club”
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Biking News Online

Friends reunited! Pair saddle up for US
charity adventure 34 years on from
round-the-world epic. Two biking friends,
who spent 22 months riding round the
world together in the 1980s, are joining
forces for a trip from Vegas to LA in aid of
charity War Child. Max Wiseberg and Mark

Galer…

Salt of the earth: Sodium-ion batteries
are the safe, cheap and abundant
alternative to lithium. Next year electric
bike giants Niu plan to launch a scooter
powered by a sodium-ion battery rather
than the lithium-ion cells which have
become ubiquitous across the burgeoning electric bike...

Welsh training teaches bikers what to
do at the scene of a crash. A Welsh
former ambulance service paramedic
and retired Police advanced motorcyclist
has begun offering courses teaching
vital skills on what to do if you’re first
on the scene at a traffic collision.

MO Touring: Building A Lightweight
Adventure Bike. Maybe I’ve been
hanging out with Managing Editor
Ryan Adams too much. After more
than 30 years of riding almost
exclusively on the street, I’ve been
bitten by the off-road bug. (Having a
14 year-old daughter who asked me to teach her to ride dirt bikes
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played a big part, too.) However, I don’t want to just drive to the
desert, do daylong dirt rides, load the bikes in the truck, and
drive home. I want to travel, too. Adventure touring has tickled
my fancy. Read more…

MO Touring: Building A Lightweight
Adventure Tourer – Part 2. If you
read MO Touring: Building A
Lightweight Adventure Tourer – Part
1, you know that I spent the first
phase of my build focusing on
protection, travel-worthiness, and

luggage to transform a dual sport motorcycle into a lightweight
adventure tourer. Although largely a success, a couple of short
shakedown tours pointed the direction for further upgrades.
Consider this the polishing draft of the project, in which I hone
down the rough edges before committing to a longer tour. Read
more…

Top Mountain Motorcycle Museum
Bounced Back After Massive Fire.
After a huge fire swept through the
building, the Austrian moto
museum in the mountains bounced
back with more plans to rebuild and
grow. It’s been nearly two years
since the Top Mountain Motorcycle Museum fire. The ordeal
destroyed over 200 historic, rare, and nigh irreplaceable
motorcycles. Only a few pieces from the collection survived which
included a group of 53 Indian motorcycles, a Vincent Black
Shadow, and a Brough Superior which belonged to George
Brough. Luckily, no one was injured or hurt in the fire, however, a
significant chunk of motorcycle history was lost in that
unfortunate incident, which also left the Scheiber brothers
devastated as a result. Read more…
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On September 2, 2022, Gogoro
officially announced that it’s taking
its battery swapping ecosystem to
Singapore. The Singapore Land
Transport Authority just awarded the
company with a sandbox pilot
authorization to bring the entire

infrastructure to the Southeast Asian city-state. Gogoro won’t be
going on this journey alone, either. As with other similar
expansion announcements into new regions, the company also
announced that it’s partnering with an established company in the
region to administer the program. Jardine Cycle & Carriage
currently has a presence in Singapore, Myanmar, Vietnam,
Thailand, Malaysia, and Indonesia. Read more…

If I were to ask you what the
benefits of cycling on a daily basis
were, chances are you’d have a
long laundry list of items ranging
from physical fitness benefits,
mental health advantages, and
environmental merits. Indeed, I’m
currently undergoing a fitness
program that requires me to cut down on calories and cycle at
least 15 miles on a daily basis, and it goes without saying that
I’m feeling the results. As it would turn out, even without the
environmental benefits (there’s a lot of debate going around that
the manufacturing of bicycles is indeed somewhat harmful to the
planet), one can’t deny the numerous benefits of getting out and
about on two wheels. This benefit is amplified even further when
used with other tasks that are geared towards the betterment of
society as a whole. For example, medical personnel in Cornwall, a
county in the rugged southwestern tip of England, have been
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using special cargo electric bikes to provide medical care to those
in need, in the comfort of their own homes. Read more…

WHAT SHOULD I DO IF A THIEF
TRIES TO STEAL MY MOTORCYCLE OR
'BIKEJACK' ME? Thefts of motorcycles
and scooters - including 'bikejacking'
- remains rife across the country...
but what should you do if you are

targeted? Bikejacking': It’s a sad story that the act of stealing
somebodies’ wheels while they are riding is so prevalent in the
UK’s capital. Sadly, this violent and serious crime is spreading
further afield. While it may sound sensationalist to say that
'bikejacking' is spreading, but it is certainly a more commonly
committed crime now compared with five or ten years ago. Read
more…

HORSIN' AROUND | HOW SHOULD I
OVERTAKE A HORSE WHEN RIDING
MY MOTORCYCLE? The chances of
encountering a horse on a ride in the
countryside is high - but how should
you overtake a horse safely when
riding a motorcycle.HORSE riders
and motorcycle riders, we have more in common than you might
first think. Horses are powerful, fast-moving and sometimes
unpredictable – and the similarities to motorcycles don’t end
there. Read more…

We don’t know if you’ve heard, but
Hackney Council are planning to start
charging motorcycles, all motorcycles,
mopeds and scooters, petrol or electric,
to park in the borough at a rate of £6 an
hour! What’s more is they’re planning to

charge residents for parking permits (up to £850 a year), and
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businesses up to £1,800 a year. They’re also effectively banning
commuting as they’re imposing four-hour maximum stay limits in
most motorcycle bays. Read more…

Hydrogen – Toyota’s swappable
solution? Could Toyota’s clever
hydrogen technology pave the way
for the future of motorcycling? The
Japanese automotive giant has
found a way to safely use hydrogen
as a fuel – and this could be the
start of the next wave of clean,
green vehicles to hit the road. For years the motorcycle industry
has been speculating that hydrogen could be a big part of our
green future, as a more environmentally and efficient alternative
to electric. It’s attractive for a number of reasons, but mostly
because of its versatility. It can either be converted directly into
electricity using a fuel cell stack, or it can be burned in more
conventional combustion engines in much the same way as
petrol. But there’s a problem. To make it portable enough to
transport in a bike or car, hydrogen needs to be stored at an
extremely high pressure (between 5000 and 10,000psi). And the
need for such high pressures means that filling up a hydrogen
tank is much more difficult than topping up a petrol tank or
charging a battery. Read more…

MoreBikes has teamed up
with our legal partners White
Dalton to offer advice and
examples of legal cases from
scenario’s us riders know only
too well. A series designed to
help you recognise the

potential problems you may face and what you need to do in case
the worst happens. For live cases where you need specific legal
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advice contact the White Dalton team via www.whitedalton.co.uk.
Thanks to: On Yer Bike in Aylesbury for allowing us the run of the
dealership to film series one. For more information visit their
website, www.onyerbike.net Watch here.
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SAM Meetings

Plenty of Club members out last Saturday

SAM Club Saturday Meetings 9am every Saturday

Steve Harper will be providing slow riding training with cone layouts
that give you the chance to  practise your slow riding skills.

Next SAM Club Ride Out
14th September 2022

Fran Thompson: Riding Hairpin Bends
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Next SAM Club night: 5rd October
2022 meet at 7.30pm for an 8pm
start at Treeton Miners Welfare,
Arundel St, Treeton, Rotherham S60
5PW, UK

Always carry your FREE Biker I.C.E.
Card. It gives emergency services staff
vital information about the right
treatment for you, should you be
involved in an accident. Don’t forget to

update it if your health and/or social circumstances change. SAM
Club - dedicated to helping YOU to be a safer rider.

Simon Glew (Observer Andy Frith) Pete Wood (Observer Glynn Waistnidge) Neil Ashmore (Observer John Hardcastle)

Let’s give a big hand to our
latest advanced rider test passes!!
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Whiteknights Blood Bikers
Whiteknights Yorkshire Blood Bikes would like to hear from

people who are able to become volunteer
fundraisers for this vital charity that
benefits patients in Yorkshire.

Please get In touch. Even if you can only
spare an hour to volunteer for us - we
really need people to help us. Hope to
hear from you soon.

Message us through Facebook or email:
fundraising@whiteknights.org.Uk
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Thanks to everyone who came to meet
Whiteknights Volunteers at the Druids MC
Northern Lights show 2022 today.
#bloodbikes #itswhatwedo #NHS

What’s On?
The ‘What’s On?’ section has migrated to the SAM website’s front
page. For all the latest events, in one place, you can find
whatever piques your interest.

South Yorkshire Safer Roads Partnership
#LEtsGO to school safely - as schools
return and parents may be going back
to the office, our roads will probably be
busier.  Please, take care on the school
run and stay alert for all other road
users - it's been a while since we did
this journey! More back to school info

SCHOOL RUN SEP 2022:

#LEtsGO to school safely - if you
are on the school run, and even if
you are late, please don't park at
the school gate. If it's possible
park away from school and walk or
even better....leave the car at
home! For more info
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BACK TO SCHOOL SEP 22: Are you
braving the #schoolrun for the first
time in six weeks? Whether you’re a
driver or pedestrian, please take
extra care around school gates. Do
not park illegally and look out for
children crossing the road. If you
need to give yourself extra time then
get that alarm clock set.

www.sysrp.co.uk/parents/roadside_safety/ #Mondaymotivation

The #HighwayCode Code was
recently changed to improve safety
for people walking, cycling and horse
riding. People crossing, waiting to
cross or cycling straight ahead have
priority at junctions. Please make
sure you’re up to date:
https://sysrp.co.uk/Highway-Code

Gear Up 4 Charity – we told you last time
about a project we were developing as a
joint venture with a local charity, where
riders donate their old or unwanted riding
gear to the charity and items can then be
sold at a reduced cost to young riders via
the charity’s online site. It’s a win-win-win;
helping riders to offload their unwanted
gear, providing much needed funds for good
causes and enabling young riders to get gear at an affordable
price. Unfortunately as the project was nearing final completion,
the charity we had been working with - Bluebell Wood - took the
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reluctant decision to close their retail outlets, which unfortunately
led to the project falling at the final hurdle. Other charities have
since been considered, but as yet none have the right fit. We’re
continuing to look for a suitable charity to work with on this
project.

BetheBest – we have created a
generic logo to encourage all riders
to take additional training in one
format or another; such as IAM,
BikeSafe or ERS. The new logo and
#BetheBest tagline has been printed
on promotional snoods to promote
the campaign (available at SAM Club
Nights). The snoods have been
produced in a series of different

motorbike brand colours, (Red, Orange, Green and Blue), to test
if this approach is more appealing to riders.
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Kevin Williams

For many years road safety experts,
police and motorcyclists have known
that the most common collision
between a motorcycle and another
vehicle happens when the motorcyclist
has right-of-way and another driver
turns into the rider’s path. All the way
back in 1977, US researcher Harry

Hurt stated:

“The most likely comment of an automobile driver involved in a
traffic collision with a motorcycle is that he, or she, did not SEE
the motorcycle…” Read more…  Also, see all Kevin’s posts at
ko-fi.com/survivalskills.

LAST WEEK’S ROUND-UP

*** SOBS *** The science behind motion camouflage

Over the years I've been talking about the 'Science Of Being
Seen' #SOBS I've been discussing the issue of 'motion
camouflage' and how it affects the ability of a driver to detect an
approaching bike and rider. The problem most commonly arises…

*** SKILLS ON SATURDAY *** "Why's he (or she) doing
that?"

Some years ago, on a lovely summer's evening, I was on the way
back home after running a late afternoon course. I was following
a car along a lovely twisty road through the typical Kent
countryside. Fields, sliced by hedgerows and intersperse…
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*** ELEVENSES *** Elevenses 268 Sun 4 Sep - motorcycle
news, tips & views

in today's show... bikejackers target Edinburgh bike trainer and
trainee... is Hackney about to get a road use charging scheme...
Hackney bike parking protest ride... aluminium / sulphur batteries
could be safer and cheaper…

*** MYTHS ON MONDAY *** Confusing hazards, risk &
danger

I recently commented on the tweet from Essex Police targeting
filtering. "Filtering is dangerous, don't do it." Predictably, the
response from the two wheel rider community - cyclists too, as
they were also targeted - was pretty instant and…

*** TIPS ON TUESDAY *** "I can't get rid of my chicken
strips"

One of the questions that crops up over and again is about what
riders frequently call 'chicken strips'. These are the bands of
rubber on each side of the tyres that are still shiny after the
bike's been ridden…

IAM RoadSmart News

We are urging MPs to get the
government to prioritise driver training
for self-driving vehicles to keep roads
safe. Driverless cars will not eliminate
crashes, as lack of real-world testing
and over-reliance on technology could

lead to unsafe driving behaviours without further training. See
our latest Press Release
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Over the weekend, Martin Doran, an
IAM RoadSmart Examiner, attended
Adventure Gathering to assist with
ride outs and bring Advanced Riding
to life for those who attended. The
#AdventureGathering, hosted by Nick
Sanders included a series of talks,
demonstrations and ride outs to help
bikers improve their skills and
knowledge and make the dream of adventure travel a reality. The
Nick Sanders Expedition Centre #motorcycle #motorbike
#adventurebike #motorcyclist

Tune in to BBC Radio 4 at 17:20 today
to hear Neil Greig, Director of Policy
and Research at IAM RoadSmart,
discussing speed limits, in response to
Liz Truss's suggestion that speed limits
should be abolished on motorways. Tell

us your views by commenting below! Read comments…

Enjoy a 20% discount with Red Letter
Days as part of your IAM RoadSmart
member benefits! From driving
experiences, dining, luxury getaways or
even sky diving, Red Letter Days has
something for everyone Visit the
lifestyle section in your member
dashboard to find out more!
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Thinking about an Autumn or Winter
road trip? Zak reports on his journey
from Herefordshire to the Arctic Circle
in Sweden! Find out about the
challenging conditions he faced and
how his IAM RoadSmart Advanced
training came into practise. Read
more…

We love receiving positive feedback! Here’s
what Andrew had to say about his Advanced
Driver Course: “I really enjoyed taking the
Advanced Driving course with IAM
RoadSmart. The course has made me a more
confident driver, developed my road skills and
safety awareness. I highly recommend the
course to anyone who loves driving and wants
to learn and improve their road craft” Find out
more about our Advanced Driver course

Join Biker Kaz on her IAM
RoadSmart journey! At IAM
Roadsmart, we absolutely love
hearing from people who have
taken part in one of our
Advanced Courses. That’s why
we were so excited when Biker

Kaz got in touch with us to share her experience.

New CEO set to drive the future of
the UK’s leading road safety
charity
Experienced senior business leader,
Antony Kildare, has been announced
as the new permanent CEO of the
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UK’s leading independent road safety charity, IAM RoadSmart.

Want to become a better
rider? Our Advanced Riding
Course can help. The roads
can be a dangerous place,
even for the most alert and
cautious riders. While you can
never be 100% safe,
becoming an advanced rider
will equip you with the skills

to correctly anticipate, and plan for, the hazards you encounter on
your rides. Find out more

SAM members have you got some news to share? Send it to
sam-editor@iam-sheffield.bike and share it with all your SAM
Club friends...

Stay healthy and ride safe

Paul Conway (on behalf of the SAM Committee) Sheffield
Advanced Motorcyclists

Charity no. 1089671 IAM Group no. 4152
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Saturday Meetings are for club members, observers, associates
and ANY biker interested in taking an advanced rider course.
Meetings are usually for one of these purposes:

● members take the opportunity to catch up with each other
and generally socialise

● observers will be taking their associates out as part of their
preparation for the advanced test

● other members will form smaller groups and ride out usually
for breakfast somewhere

● Bikers who want to learn about how to become an advanced
motorcyclist

If you’d like to find out more about us, join us at 9am any
Saturday throughout the year, at Meadowhall Retail Park,
Sheffield S9 2YZ, just off J34, M1.

Being a member of the SAM Club
To be a member of the SAM Club you MUST also be a current
member of IAM RoadSmart. As a registered UK charity the SAM
Club has charitable objectives to provide advanced motorcycle
education and training. Our charity has to abide by the national
standards, testing and liability insurance cover to continue these
activities. Liability insurance ensures that, within the events
covered, both the SAM Club, its Trustees and members are
safeguarded against most untoward events; this includes all
formal training and social events.  Also, the SAM Club is dedicated
to promoting the education and training of bikers in advanced
riding knowledge and skills, both locally and nationally. At a total
cost of £50/year, i.e. 96p/week, you help ALL your fellow bikers
to improve their riding knowledge and skills. Thank you.
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Associates: SAM’s highly trained, dedicated, self-funding,
volunteer Observers, meet all their own expenditure in providing
your training. When you go out on observed rides with your
Observer, we are asking you to donate £10 to offset a little of
their running costs in helping you to become an advanced
motorcycle rider. Thank you.

Extra bits
● Next SAM Committee Meeting: 28th September 2022
● Next SAM Club Night: 3rd October 2022 meet at 7.30pm

for an 8pm start Treeton Miners Welfare, Arundel St,
Treeton, Rotherham S60 5PW, UK

● Autumn Breakfast Meet: 22nd October 2022. 9.30am -
11am The Moorlands, Baslow Rd, Owler Bar, Sheffield
S17 3BQ, UK

● Gift Aid Form: Gift Aid allows UK charities to claim back the
basic rate tax already paid on donations. This means we can
claim back from the government on your behalf 25p for
every £1 donated, boosting the value of the donation by a
quarter. Use this link to fill in the form on the SAM website
and send it to treasurer@iam-sheffield.bike.

● Not getting your SAM emails? If any member is NOT
getting SAM Club emails, first check your junk folder, then
send a request to sameditor@iam-sheffield.bike. Pass on this
message to any members who are complaining about not
getting their SAM Club emails.

● Changing your email address: If you change your email
address then let me know so that we can keep you informed
of all the exciting things

● happening in your club.
● IAM RoadSmart member discounts: SAM members, are

you making the most of your IAM RoadSmart membership?
There are lots of discount savings that can offset your IAM
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RoadSmart and SAM membership fees, so grab a bargain
TODAY!

● Share with your friends: Know someone who is interested
in biking? Why not share this SAM Update and help them to
be an advanced rider.

● Follow us on Facebook, Twitter & Instagram.

What are we about…
The Sheffield and District Advanced Motorcyclists (SAM) are an
independent charity that provides public education, and training in
advanced motorcycling skills. Its aims are to increase public awareness
and understanding of motorcycling and the advanced knowledge and skill
skills required to ride safely on public roads. It is an affiliate group of the
Institute of Advanced Motorists (IAM RoadSmart) and works closely with
statutory and non-statutory organisations in promoting public information
and education on motorcyclists and motorcycling in its designated region.
SAM's volunteer motorcyclists are all trained to and maintain national
standards of advanced motorcycle riding. They provide ongoing guidance
and support to prepare motorcyclists for UK nationally recognised
advanced motorcycling tests. SAM works closely with other charitable
groups who require advanced motorcyclists to support public events, NHS
dispatch rider services and many other socially responsible activities. SAM
provides an essential public service in encouraging, promoting and
marketing improved safety on public roads in the UK and internationally
through IAM RoadSmart. SAM also has a very active social events
programme that encourages its members, family, friends and the public, to
both support the charity's socially responsible objectives and enjoy the
camaraderie and support provided by the club.
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